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Skyrim player completely breaks the opening sequence

by Rosalie Newcombe 7 July 2022

A Reddit user has shared what happens when the opening to The Elder Scrolls 5: Skyrim goes
wrong.

Uploaded on r/Skyrim only days ago, a Reddit user posted a clip showing what happens when the
opening of The Elder Scrolls 5: Skyrim breaks. 

It’s been well over a decade since the original release of The Elder Scrolls 5: Skyrim. Since 2011,
people have continued to play and love Bethesda’s RPG that sees you exploring the world of Tamriel.
As you navigate through snow-covered mountains, �ghting dragons and unearthing treasures from
hidden dungeons and caverns, even years later there are still tons to explore.

The opening is one of the most well-known in gaming. Usually, it involves the player character
opening their eyes to �nd themselves sitting on a moving cart. You’re instantly addressed by an NPC
while you gain control of your character. The opening line, “Hey, you, you’re �nally awake” is as iconic as
the game itself.
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However, Skyrim is as famous for its engrossing gameplay as it is for its many bugs and glitches.
Reddit user Signal-Cantaloupe273 discovered a few days ago that even the opening of the game
itself can break.

I don’t think that’s meant to happen.

Instead of playing through this iconic opening, hilarity ensues as the cart crashes and continues to
run into a wall, with no end in sight.  

Many users were quick to respond to the clip, suggesting what could be causing the issue. A few
responses noted it could have something to do with the player’s refresh rate settings. While some
pointed out this can happen in both the vanilla and modded version of the game.

This isn’t even the �rst mention of the opening bug on r/Skyrim. 6 years ago another user posted that
while trying to begin the game, “the horse will break and disappear or the cart will �y off into space.”
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I myself was late to the Skyrim experience. 

Despite how outdated many aspects of it felt, I was still incredibly immersed while playing as the
Dragonborn. There’s a myriad of versions of the game expanding over every console so I even re-
bought it for the Switch so I can play wherever I go. Though my own gameplays were never free of
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the game’s infamous bugs. 

From NPCs �oating in the air to dragons getting stuck in scenery, there was always something going
on that shouldn’t, but I feel like that’s part of the true Skyrim experience.

The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim is available to buy from the GameByte Shop, starting from £22.95.

While you’re here, be sure to check out our video of the week. 10 of the scariest horror games of
all time are shown off. What is your favourite horror game?
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PRIME DAY AT THE GAMEBYTE SHOP

Prime Day is almost here, but we’re kicking off the celebrations early at the GameByte Shop!

Up until Monday the 11th of July, you can get massive discounts on epic MSI gaming tech! This
includes:
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10% off game controllers
10% off gaming laptops
10% off gaming monitors
10% off gaming keyboards
10% off gaming mice
10% off gaming mouse pads

We’ve got some massive deals with up to 40% off games, consoles, accessories, and more on Prime
Day itself on 12-13 of July! Sign up to our newsletter now to be in the know on these upcoming
bargains when they drop.
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Along with the latest games, merch, and accessories, the GameByte Shop has an epic Loyalty Points
Scheme – earning you points for every £1 you spend to redeem for huge discounts!

Sign up to our newsletter to be noti�ed of new-gen console drops, deals, and more. Please note the
GameByte Shop is available for UK customers only.
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